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ABSTRACT

Annual precipitation increases of 10% or more are often quoted for the impact of winter orographic cloud

seeding; however, establishing the basis for such values is problematic for two reasons. First, the impact of

glaciogenic seeding of candidate orographic storms has not been firmly established. Second, not all winter

precipitation is produced by candidate ‘‘seedable’’ storms. Addressing the first question motivated the

Wyoming state legislature to fund a multiyear, crossover, randomized cloud-seeding experiment in south-

eastern Wyoming to quantify the impact of glaciogenic seeding of wintertime orographic clouds. The

crossover design requires two barriers, one randomly selected for seeding, for comparisons of seeded and

nonseeded precipitation under relatively homogeneous atmospheric conditions. Addressing the second

question motivated the work here. The seeding criteria—700-hPa temperatures #288C, 700-hPa winds be-

tween 2108 and 3158, and the presence of supercooled liquid water—were applied to eight winters to de-

termine the percent of winter precipitation that may fall under the seeding criteria. Since no observational

datasets provide precipitation and all of the atmospheric variables required for this study, a regional climate

model dynamical downscaling of historical data over 8 years was used. The accuracy of the model was tested

against several measurements, and the small model biases were removed. On average, ;26% of the time

between 15 November and 15 April atmospheric conditions were seedable over the barriers in southeastern

Wyoming. These seedable conditions were accompanied by precipitation;12%–14% of the time, indicating

that ;27%–30% of the winter precipitation resulted from seedable clouds.

1. Introduction

Augmenting the winter snowpack through glaciogenic

seeding has been considered since artificial ice nuclei

were shown to produce ice crystals in clouds containing

supercooled liquidwater (SLW; Schaefer 1946;Vonnegut

1947). Orographic clouds, which develop when air is

cooled by being forced up and over a mountain barrier,

are often targeted for wintertime glaciogenic cloud

seeding since they contain SLW and frequently occur

throughout the winter months over complex terrain

(Politovich and Vali 1983; Boe and Super 1986; Hindman

1986; Rauber et al. 1986). Glaciogenic seeding’s ability to

augment the winter snowpack has been tested through

randomized seeding experiments (RSEs; Grant and

Mielke 1967; Mielke et al. 1971; Morel-Seytoux and

Saheli 1973; Elliott et al. 1978; Super and Heimbach

1983), and through physical experiments to measure

changes in cloud microphysics due to seeding (Deshler

et al. 1990; Deshler andReynolds 1990; Geerts et al. 2010,

2013; Pokharel et al. 2014a,b; Pokharel and Geerts 2014).

Many of these physical experiments sought after and fo-

cused on the best possible seedable conditions.

While physical experiments are useful to document

possible physical changes within seeded clouds, they are
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not useful to provide an overall estimate of annual pre-

cipitation change because the frequency of such conditions

over the winter is unknown, the number of cases is limited,

and, in most papers, the cases presented are selected by

the authors to provide the most interesting and most

positive seeding effects. Thus, RSEs are required to

quantify the impact over a winter; however, RSEs suffer

from a lack of statistically significant results because of the

limited number of years in an experiment and/or unan-

ticipated errors in experimental design or execution. Re-

sults fromRSEs are expressed in statistical form through a

percent change, between seeded and nonseeded precipi-

tation, and a probable certainty (Gabriel 1999). For pre-

cipitation impact feasibility studies, the percent change

between seeded and nonseeded precipitation in previous

studies is then typically applied to the total wintertime

precipitation to estimate the overall effect of glaciogenic

seeding (e.g.,Griffith et al. 2007). This approachmakes the

assumption that all wintertime precipitation arises from

storms thatmeet seedable conditions, which is unlikely. To

more accurately assess the benefits of glaciogenic seeding,

the percent change due to glaciogenic seeding should only

be applied to seedable precipitation events.

One of the first RSEs in the western United States was

the Climax experiment in northern Colorado. The

promising results of Climax I (Grant and Mielke 1967),

an exploratory experiment, led toClimax II (Mielke et al.

1971), a confirmatory experiment. Climax I showed a

positive seeding effect, especially through the first half of

the experimental cases. Further analysis by Mielke et al.

(1970) showed a 6%–11% increase in seeded pre-

cipitation; however, obtaining these results by chance

alone could not be ruled out. The initial Climax II anal-

ysis (Mielke et al. 1971; Chappell et al. 1971) showed

results similar to the Climax I experiment; however, high

seeded to nonseeded precipitation ratios upwind of the

treated areas led Mielke (1979) to statistically reanalyze

Climax I and II data. The conclusions were that the re-

sults were statistically insignificant and that positive

seeding results could have been due to a lucky draw of the

cases treated.Mielke et al. (1981) then changed the day of

the control station measurements for Climax I and II and

found statistically significant evidence of a positive

seeding effect, albeit a smaller magnitude. The Mielke

et al. (1981) reanalysis was rebutted by Rhea (1983) who

found that the results from Mielke et al. (1981) were not

statistically significant when the control and target data

were synchronized more accurately.

Although Climax brought about controversial results

(Rhea 1983; Rangno andHobbs 1987, 1993) and sparked

several additional reanalyses, this inaugural RSE was

important and many lessons were learned and applied in

current seeding operations. Following the promising

results at the time, the Climax I experiment sparked

additional RSEs, the Lake Almanor experiment

(Mooney and Lunn 1969), the confirmatory Climax II

experiment (Mielke et al. 1971; Chappell et al. 1971), the

Wolf Creek Pass Experiment (Morel-Seytoux and

Saheli 1973), the Colorado River Basin Pilot Project

(Elliott et al. 1978), and the Bridger Range Experiment

(Super and Heimbach 1983). Most of the above-

mentioned RSEs utilized long, problematic treatment

periods, as seeding took place for up to 24h in most

experiments. These long treatment periods were prob-

lematic as atmospheric conditions can vary significantly

over such extended periods of time and include condi-

tions unfavorable for seeding in the analyses of project

results (Rangno 1986). These early RSEs also in-

vestigated potential seedable conditions, for example,

700-hPa temperatures, 500-hPa temperatures, cloud-top

temperatures, and various wind directions. Cloud-top

temperatures were initially thought to be a crucial at-

mospheric variable for glaciogenic seeding of oro-

graphic clouds (Grant and Elliott 1974); however,

Rangno (1979) and Hobbs and Rangno (1979) showed

that cloud-top temperatures have a poor correlation

with in-cloud temperatures, which are the temperatures

important for activation of the artificial ice nuclei used.

Although the aforementioned RSEs have shown a pos-

itive seeding effect, results are still questioned and

controversial. A National Research Council review of

studies of the augmentation of wintertime snowfall due

to glaciogenic seeding concluded that scientifically

sound evidence of snowpack augmentation was not

available (Garstang et al. 2003). This conclusion was

also not without controversy (Garstang et al. 2005).

With variations in previous results, a lack of scientifically

conclusive results, and/or potential flaws in experimen-

tal designs, the impact of glaciogenic seeding on the

wintertime snowpack remains to be successfully proven.

In 2008 the Wyoming Weather Modification Pilot

Project (WWMPP), a multiyear RSE, began in south-

eastern Wyoming to extend and improve upon earlier

glaciogenicRSEs and investigate the benefits of glaciogenic

seeding to aide in the alleviation of drought conditions.

The experimental design improved upon earlier RSEs by

refining the seeding criteria and significantly shortening

the treatment periods to 4h. The goal of the multiyear

effort, and short time period for experimental cases, was

to obtain enough comparisons of seeded and nonseeded

precipitation to reach statistical significance.

While the goal of the WWMPP is to test for a change

between seeded and nonseeded precipitation, it leaves

unaddressed the percent of time and precipitation

amount that occurs under seedable conditions. To ex-

tend project results more broadly, this paper addresses
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the question of what percent of the wintertime snow-

pack over the WWMPP RSE study area would be con-

sidered seedable. This question is addressed by applying

the WWMPP RSE seeding criteria to 8 years of simu-

lated meteorological conditions over the study area.

Limitations of reanalysis data required the use of sim-

ulated meteorology to obtain all atmospheric variables

used in theWWMPP.The simulated data are froman8-yr

regional dynamical downscaling of historical data pro-

duced by theWeather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

Model over the headwaters of the Colorado (Ikeda et al.

2010; Rasmussen et al. 2014).

Hill (1974) discussed the percent of seedable pre-

cipitation in Utah and provided an estimate of ;30%.

Elliott et al. (1978) state that 35% of the seasonal

snowpack between 15 October and 15 May fell on ex-

perimental days, and hence conditions were seedable

according to specified criteria. Medina (2000) estimated

that ;45% of the snowpack in the Park Range in Col-

orado is seedable, based on simulations of seven storms

in the winter of 1998/99 using the Colorado State Uni-

versity Regional Atmospheric Modeling System. To our

knowledge these are the only published studies ad-

dressing the subject of this paper, the percent of win-

tertime precipitation amenable to treatment with

artificial ice nuclei.

2. The Wyoming Weather Modification Pilot
Project

To limit the time required to reach statistical signifi-

cance, theWWMPPRSE was designed as a randomized

crossover experiment, requiring two very similar bar-

riers. The two barriers chosen were the Sierra Madre

(SM) range and the Medicine Bow mountain range

(MB) in southeastern Wyoming separated by the Sar-

atoga Valley. At the same time as the WWMPP RSE,

ground-based generator seeding began over the Wind

River Range in central Wyoming, 200km northwest of

the SM, in an exploratory physical experiment. This was

not a part of the RSE. The crossover design stipulates

that for a 4-h seeding case to begin, seedable atmo-

spheric conditions must be present and forecast to per-

sist for a minimum of 4 consecutive hours over both

barriers simultaneously. Once conditions were forecast

to become seedable and SLWwas present, a radiosonde

was launched from Saratoga, Wyoming, to verify the

700-hPa wind direction and temperature. If atmospheric

conditions were suitable, the 4-h seeding case was star-

ted. This resulted in paired (one barrier seeded and the

other not seeded) 4-h cases inwhich seeded andnonseeded

precipitation occurred under relatively homogeneous at-

mospheric conditions. The precipitation target areas were

located on both mountain ranges near Snow Telemetry

(SNOTEL) sites, provided by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service.

These SNOTEL sites were at Old Battle in the SM and

Brooklyn Lake in the MB. Multiple high-resolution

precipitation gauges were located near these SNOTEL

sites to provide precipitation measurements used within

the WWMPP RSE evaluation process.

The artificial ice nuclei used in the WWMPP RSE are

silver iodide (AgI) particles. The AgI particles are in-

troduced into the atmosphere via ground-based gener-

ators upwind of the barriers, allowing ambient flow to

transport the artificial ice nuclei into the target oro-

graphic clouds, while the other barrier remains non-

seeded. The seeded barrier is selected randomly. Except

for necessary operational personnel, the seeding de-

cisions are kept confidential. Therefore, individuals in-

volved in analyzing project results have no knowledge of

the seeding decisions, limiting potential bias.

The experimental design, seeding criteria, and the

planned statistical evaluation for the WWMPP RSE are

described in detail by Breed et al. (2014). The experiment

targets orographic clouds when 700-hPa temperatures

are#288C, 700-hPawinds arewesterly between 2108 and
3158, and SLW is present and expected to persist. The

presence of SLW is a key criterion for seeding, as glaci-

ated clouds without SLW have no potential for seeding.

The 700-hPa temperature limit was established from

measurements of AgI activation as a function of tem-

perature (DeMott 1997). The 700-hPa wind directions

were established through examination of previous pre-

cipitation events due to orographic lift using SNOTEL

data and 700-hPa wind directions fromNationalWeather

Service atmospheric sounding data at Riverton,Wyoming

(Weather Modification Incorporated 2005). A sharp

uptick (downtick) in precipitation events over the SM

occurred under westerly (easterly) flow at 700 hPa. This

relationship of wind and precipitation is reinforced and

confirmed later on in this study.

The temperature constraints limit the WWMPP RSE

operations to the period of 15 November–15 April.

Weather Modification Incorporated handles seeding op-

erations and the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search is responsible for the statistical evaluation,

deployment, andmaintenance of precipitation gauges and

other instrumentation required for seeding decisions, as

well as supporting the forecasting and case-calling teamby

running a high-resolution version of WRF, utilizing real-

time four-dimensional data assimilation. In addition to

these main components, snow chemistry sampling is per-

formed by the Desert Research Institute and streamflow

modeling by the University of Alabama. In parallel to

the RSE, and under external funding, microphysical
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measurements using aircraft were made by the University

of Wyoming. The experimental and data collection phase

of the WWMPP RSE was completed in April 2014. Re-

sults of theRSEwill be formallymade available in autumn

of 2015, when the final report is provided to theWyoming

Water Development Commission and Legislative Select

Water Committee of the Wyoming State Legislature (see

the acknowledgements section of the present paper for

disclaimer information regarding theseWWMPPdata and

the results and conclusions of the present paper).

3. Datasets

Analyzing the percent of seedable precipitation

requires a long-term temporally resolved (4 h or less)

dataset of precipitation with corresponding atmospheric

measurements of temperature, wind direction, and

SLW. The North American Regional Reanalysis

(NARR) data (Mesinger et al. 2006) contain tempera-

ture and wind direction, but lack an SLW variable and

adequate spatial resolution over both barriers. Possible

NARR variables to establish an SLW surrogate were

explored and compared with radiometer measurements

of SLW, but none were found to be suitable (Ritzman

2013). Hoover et al. (2014) discuss deficiencies of the

NARR over complex, mountainous terrain. Although

SNOTEL data are available over both barriers, the

temporal resolution is not consistent prior to 2006, and is

generally too coarse. From 2000 to 2006 Brooklyn Lake

SNOTEL data are reported between 2 and 6 times a day,

and at Old Battle SNOTEL between 6 and 8 times a day,

depending on the water year. Resolving precipitation

events over both barriers simultaneously would be ex-

tremely difficult at best.With theNARRdataset lacking

an appropriate SLW variable or surrogate, and SNOTEL

data lacking temporal consistency, a regional model data-

set, created by dynamical downscaling of historical data for

the headwaters of the Colorado, was investigated (Ikeda

et al. 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2011, 2014). Early work pre-

sented byRhea (1978) demonstrated hydrometeorological

applications of modeling over complex terrain. Data from

well-performed simulations can be a good surrogate for

observational measurements.

The model dataset contains all necessary atmospheric

variables and precipitation data at high temporal

(hourly) and spatial (4 km) resolutions. This dataset was

created to test the ability of WRF to reproduce the

wintertime snowpack over complex terrain (Ikeda et al.

2010; Rasmussen et al. 2011, 2014). The simulation was

run for 2000–08. The model domain is shown in Fig. 1.

The WRF Model was forced and updated every 3h

utilizing the 32-km NARR data. The Thompson et al.

(2008) microphysics scheme was utilized and provided

mixing ratios for vapor, cloud water, rainwater, graupel,

ice, and snow. Further details of the WRF configuration

can be found in Rasmussen et al. (2014).

To check the model dataset for accuracy and bias, the

data are compared to measurements. SNOTEL data

allow weekly accumulations of precipitation and overall

seasonal accumulations to be compared against WRF

precipitation over the WWMPP RSE target areas for

every year of the model simulation. There is one year of

overlap between the model dataset and the WWMPP

field measurements, the winter of 2007/08 when in-

struments were deployed prior to the beginning of the

RSE to finalize project details. The WWMPP field

measurements of interest here consist of SLW radiom-

eter measurements over the MB and 75 atmospheric

soundings released from Saratoga,Wyoming. Therefore,

SNOTEL precipitation, radiometer, and atmospheric

sounding measurements will form the basis of the

comparisons with the model.

a. Precipitation

Ikeda et al. (2010) tested the ability of WRF to re-

produce the wintertime snowpack over the Colorado

Headwaters region and found that with a horizontal grid

spacing of less than 6km, WRF performed well and

produced snowfall agreeable to SNOTELmeasurements.

For comparisons to the two SNOTEL sites in the

WWMPP RSE target areas, simulated WRF pre-

cipitation at model grid points surrounding the SNOTEL

site was used to compute inverse-distance weighted av-

erage values. Over the SM three of the four closest grid

points were used. The grid point excluded was on the

downsloping side of the SM, where, as would be ex-

pected, consistently lower precipitation estimates were

found compared to the other three grid points. Terrain

over the MB is broader near the summit, allowing for all

four of the closest grid points to be used.

Underestimation of snowfall measurements, utilizing

weighing gauges surrounded by anAlter shield, can range

from 10% to 15% depending on wind speeds in forest

clearings where gauges are typically sited (Yang et al.

1998; Serreze et al. 1999; Rasmussen et al. 2001, 2012).

The SNOTELmeasurements, which useweighing gauges,

are reported with an accuracy of 2.5mm and the sites in

the SM and MB are in wind prone forest clearings. Thus,

underestimations will affect the comparisons. To show the

potential biases in SNOTEL data, both 10% and 15%

underestimations, due to unaccounted wind bias, are used

to provide a more realistic comparison against WRF pre-

cipitation. Unfortunately, SNOTEL precipitation gauges

do not have collocated anemometers.

For a quantitative analysis, weekly cumulative and 8-yr

climatological averaged precipitations were calculated
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from the WRF and SNOTEL data. For SNOTEL data,

the 8-yr climatological average precipitation was

computed based on the daily precipitation data first,

then weekly total precipitation was determined for the

individual 24 weeks between 1 November and mid-April

for each season. For the WRF data, the hourly model

output was used to determine the 8-yr climatological

average. Then, the weekly precipitation amounts were

FIG. 1. Plan view of the 4-km WRF domain with terrain height color filled and contoured in 100-m intervals. The

maximum contour levels over the SM andMB are 3000 and 3200m, respectively. (top) The region containing the SMs

and MBs is outlined in black. (bottom) The zoomed-in plan view shows the WWMPP RSE seeding generators, radi-

ometer locations,WRF grid points, SNOTEL sites, and radiometer azimuth paths in white lines. In pink lines, the wind

directions in which the WWMPP operates are highlighted. At the bottom-left corner, a scale bar has been included.
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found for the 24 individual weeks. Dividing the annual

precipitation into weekly amounts limits a bias from any

one storm significantly affecting the overall comparison,

and provides 192 individual comparisons.

The 192 comparisons for the SM (MB) are shown in

Fig. 2a (Fig. 2c). SNOTEL and WRF weekly accumu-

lations of precipitation are well correlated over the SM

(MB) with a correlation coefficient of 0.83 (0.74). When

SNOTEL data are corrected for the potential 10%–15%

underestimation, it is noticeable that these corrections

move theWRF precipitation data closer to the 1:1 line in

most instances. Over the MB precipitation events are

less intense than over the SM in both simulated and

observed data. Perhaps in the dominant westerly flow

regime the moisture encounters the SM first and thus

less moisture is available to the MB, located downwind

from the SM.

Averaging weekly precipitation for the 8 comparison

years and accumulating the precipitation over the

24 weeks leads to the overall comparison of seasonal

precipitation shown in Fig. 2b (Fig. 2d) for the SM (MB).

This seasonal cumulative precipitation analysis is closer

to the traditional method of examining SNOTEL mea-

surements than the weekly precipitation analysis. On

average, WRF performed well at reproducing the tem-

poral trend of precipitation events. The WRF Model re-

produced precipitation near the SM target area quite

well, lying between the actual SNOTEL measurements

and SNOTELdata corrected for the 15%undercatch and

nearly overlaps the 10% underestimation error. WRF

FIG. 2. Scatterplots of WRF and SNOTEL weekly accumulations over the (a) SM and (c) MB between 1 Nov and

mid-April 2000–08. The correlation coefficients, averages in cyan dots, std dev forWRF (SNOTEL) in green vertical

(blue horizontal) lines, and a 1:1 solid black line are plotted. The SNOTEL underestimation for each of these weekly

accumulations is represented by the gray rectangles spanning 10%–15% errors. The 8-yr average seasonal pre-

cipitation accumulations are given for the (b) SM and (d) MB. SNOTELmeasurements are in solid black, andWRF

estimates are in red. The 10% (15%) underestimation of SNOTEL measurements are shown in light (dark) gray

shading.
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precipitation near the MB target area diverges quickly

from the SNOTELmeasurements, and both the 10% and

15% underestimation errors are insufficient after a few

weeks to bring the data back into agreement. Neverthe-

less, the temporal trends in precipitation events are still

captured. With overall good agreement with observa-

tions, the simulated WRF precipitation data, inverse-

distance weighted to the WWMPP target locations in the

SM andMB, were used to determine hourly precipitation

events for the analysis in sections 4 and 5.

b. SLW

The MB radiometer measures the amount of liquid

water (LW) present along a slant path and converts this

to a vertical integral of the LW per unit area. The LW is

termed SLW if the temperature is below 08C. MB radi-

ometer azimuths (Fig. 1) are scanned continuously to

intersect orographic clouds that develop because of

particular wind directions: 808 for northwest flow, 1108
west flow, and 1358 southwest flow. To allow comparison

with radiometer measurements, LW was calculated us-

ing WRF data by integrating the cloud and rainwater

mixing ratios [see Eq. (1) below]. The units of Eq. (1)

were then converted from meters to millimeters to

match the units of the radiometer data for comparison.

Converting this integral in altitude to an integral over

pressure, using the hydrostatic equation, leads to

LW5
1

grw

ð
rw(p) dp , (1)

where rw is the cloud LW mass mixing ratio (kg kg21),

which results from the addition of the cloud and rain-

water mixing ratios; g is the acceleration of gravity; and

rw is the density of water. Pressure levels p that intersect

the beam of the MB radiometer slant paths at the up-

and downwind grid points determine the pressure limits

for the integration. The calculation of LW was initially

examined at individual grid points, along the three

specific azimuths, and over an area of grid points en-

compassing all three azimuths.

To obtain maximum coverage of the three different

MB radiometer azimuths, WRF LW was calculated

utilizing the area of grid points shown in Fig. 1. This

calculated WRF LW is compared in a time series and

difference analysis to MB radiometer data in Fig. 3. In

general, the WRF simulation does quite well in captur-

ing LW events, both in time andmagnitude. On average,

radiometer measurements, which fell within610min of

the WRF-simulated LW, were 0.012mm lower than the

LW simulated by the WRF, but with a standard de-

viation 6 times this amount. In most cases, there is a lag

in the WRF-simulated LW as the cyan dots tend to be

negative and then positive through LW events. Away

from these periods, during times devoid of LW the data-

sets present good agreement.

The WWMPP RSE does not specify a threshold of

SLW for seeding to take place, but only that SLW is

present and forecast to remain so. According to Fig. 3,

WRF does a good job of identifying the cases when SLW

was present in March 2008. Since these results provide

confidence in the ability of the WRF Model to simulate

LW over the MB, with a reasonable temporal fidelity,

using the WRF LW to satisfy the SLW seeding criterion

over the MB seems reasonable.

There are no SM radiometer data coincident with the

WRF simulations, so no verification over the SM was

performed. Considering that the WWMPP RSE requires

SLW over both barriers, and that reasonable agreement

was found over the MB,WRF LWwas calculated for the

SM over an area of grid points that encompass the single

azimuth in which the SM radiometer operates. Figure 1

shows the grid points that were used in the WRF LW

calculation [Eq. (1)], described in this section, for both

barriers to determine whether the SLWcriterion was met

for the analysis in sections 4 and 5.

c. 700-hPa temperature and wind direction

The 75 atmospheric soundings from Saratoga (Fig. 1)

were taken between 29 November 2007 and 26 February

2008. To compare temperatures and wind directions, the

differences were determined as WRF data minus

sounding measurements. The atmospheric soundings

were matched to the closest hour of WRF data. The

differences from the 75 comparisons are shown in Fig. 4a

(Fig. 4b) for the 700-hPa temperatures (wind directions).

The averages of the differences at 700hPa indicateWRF

has a cold bias of 0.98C and overestimates the wind di-

rection by 118. To determine whether the 700-hPa tem-

perature and wind direction seeding criteria were met

for the analysis in sections 4 and 5, theWRF temperatures

and wind directions were averaged over each barrier,

using theWRF grid points shown in Fig. 1, and the biases

that have been discussed were removed.

4. Seeding criteria application

Before applying the seeding criteria to the hourly

WRF data, the calculated WRF LW and bias-corrected

700-hPa temperatures and wind directions were used to

construct histograms of the seeding criteria for the entire

dataset and for data only during precipitation events

over the WWMPP RSE target areas in Fig. 5. The only

requirement for a precipitation event over theWWMPP

RSE target areas was an hourly accumulation of greater

than zero. Considering the entire WRF dataset between
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15 November and 15 April, approximately 55% of the

time SLW occurs over and immediately upwind of both

the SM and MB (Figs. 5a,d), 40% of the time 700-hPa

temperatures are #288C (Figs. 5b,e), and 60%–70% of

the time the wind direction is between 2108 and 3158
(Figs. 5c,f). Overall, the 700-hPa temperatures are the

most limiting factor for seeding, and wind directions are

the least limiting factor. During precipitation events,

there are instances when clouds did not contain LW

throughout an hour of precipitation over both barriers.

However, ;90% of the time precipitation occurred

under conditions when LW was present for the entire

hour (Figs. 5a,d). Approximately 50% of the time pre-

cipitation occurred temperatureswere#288C(Figs. 5b,e),

while the distributions of wind for all WRF data and for

WRF data with precipitation are almost identical. Ex-

amining each criterion individually clearly shows that

the 700-hPa temperature is the most limiting criterion.

The similarity of the results for both barriers indicates

that the SM and MB are excellent targets for glacio-

genic seeding through the WWMPP RSE seeding cri-

terion and the two barriers were good candidates

for a crossover RSE. Also, Figs. 5c and 5f show that the

majority of wintertime precipitation events fall under

westerly 700-hPa winds, which was discussed earlier in

determining the appropriate wind directions for the

WWMPP RSE.

Though the histograms in Fig. 5 show how each in-

dividual WWMPP RSE seeding criterion is distributed

across theWRF data, to determine a seedable percent of

precipitation and time, the criteria must be met simul-

taneously. The WWMPP RSE seeding criteria were

applied simultaneously to every hour ofWRF-simulated

data, by requiring that all three criteria are met at the

beginning and end of each hour. Thus, each potential

seeding period is 1 h in duration. This was done to ensure

that for the entire hour, the temperature was cold

enough for AgI to nucleate, wind direction was favor-

able for the lofting and transport of AgI, and SLW was

present. This will result in total time amenable for

seeding for each of the 8 years of simulation data.

Comparison with the total time from 15 November to

15April will provide a seedable percentage of time. This

percentage can be further subdivided into those hours

with and without precipitation.

5. Seedable precipitation results

Figure 6a shows the percent of time without (with)

precipitation in brown (blue) when the WWMPP RSE

seeding criteria were met between 15 November and

15 April, within the 8-yr WRF simulation for the SM and

MB. The percent of time in which seedable atmospheric

conditions were present for the 8 years ranged from a

high of;39% in 2007/08 to a low of 18% in 2006/07,while

the averages over both barriers were nearly the same at

;26% of the time. Limiting the results to only time pe-

riods when there was precipitation over the target areas

reduces the time by about 50% to ;12%–14%. Thus

approximately half of the time when seedable atmo-

spheric conditions are present, precipitation does not fall

over the target areas. For the 8-yr simulation, on average

952 (947) hours of seedable atmospheric conditions were

present over the SM (MB) from 15 November to

15 April, while the average number of hours of seedable

atmospheric conditions accompanied by precipitation

over the SM (MB) was 498 (455).

More important, the seedable percent should be de-

termined as a function of total precipitation during the

winter seeding season. The season with the most seed-

able precipitation for the SM (MB) was 2003/04

(2001/02) with;35% (;42%). The season with the least

FIG. 3. The left y axis corresponds to the time series analysis of

simulated WRF and measured LW. The LW over the MB in black

is measured by the radiometer at Cedar Creek for March 2008.

Data from the three azimuth angles are shown as one black line as

the radiometer rotates through all three azimuths sequentially, and

the radiometer baseline has been removed. WRF simulation of

cloud LW over the MB for the radiometer scan angles is shown in

red. WRF grid points used to calculate WRF LW are specified in

Fig. 1 and encompass all three radiometer azimuths. The right

y axis corresponds to the cyan dots and shows the difference be-

tween WRF-simulated and radiometer-measured LW applying

a 610-min threshold. The average difference and std dev are in-

dicated above the figure.

FIG. 4. Comparisons between 75 Saratoga soundings and WRF-

simulated data for 700-hPa (a) temperature and (b) wind direction.

Solid white lines represent zero, solid black lines represent the

average difference, and the gray shaded area indicates one std dev.

The average difference and std dev are also indicated at the top.
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seedable precipitation for both barriers occurred in

2004/05 with ;12%–13% of the snowpack being quali-

fied as seedable.

On average, over the SM, seedable atmospheric con-

ditions were present;26% of the time and;14% of the

time when precipitation was occurring. This ;14%

equates to ;27% of the wintertime snowpack from

15 November to 15 April being seedable. Over the MB,

the numbers are quite similar. Seedable atmospheric

conditions were present ;26% of the time, and of this

time precipitation was occurring;12% of the time. This

;12% equates to ;30% of the wintertime snowpack

from 15 November to 15 April being seedable.

To provide a level of uncertainty with the model-

simulated LW, the same aforementioned analysis was

performed over the SM and MB, but omitting the LW

requirement and only applying the 700-hPa temperature

and wind direction criteria (Fig. 6b). This analysis

increased the average percent of time seedable atmo-

spheric conditions occurred by ;12%–14%, to ;38%–

40%. However, the average percent of time seedable

atmospheric conditions were present and precipitation

fell over the target area only increased slightly by;2%–

3%, to ;15%–16%. These small increases also in-

creased the average percent of seedable precipitation by

;4%–5%, to ;31%–35%.

To provide a bit of historical context against previous

seeding experiments, cloud-top temperatures were

analyzed for all clouds and for seedable clouds (Fig. 7).

A top-down analysis along the model vertical direction

was performed to obtain the temperature when the

following cloud properties first appeared and were

greater than zero in the WRF data: cloud liquid water,

rainwater, ice, snow, and/or graupel mixing ratios. The

model data, initially on model sigma levels in the verti-

cal, were interpolated at 50-hPa increments and extends

FIG. 5. Histograms for LW amounts, 700-hPa temperature, and 700-hPa wind direction over the (a)–(c) SM and (d)–(f) MB between 15

Nov and 15 Apr 2000–08 using hourlyWRF data. Histograms in brown are for all WRF data, while those in blue are for WRF data during

all precipitation events. Bins to the left of 0.0 in (a) and (d) represent precipitation events when LWwas not present throughout the entire

hour. The hatched areas denote the WWMPP RSE seeding criteria. The cumulative percent of events distributed by the three seeding

criteria is shown in black lines—solid for all data and dotted for data during precipitation events. The percent of time when theWRF data

did not meet individual seeding criteria is given at the point the cumulative percent meets the hatched area. These points are shown by red

horizontal lines—solid for all WRF data and dotted for WRF data during precipitation events. The seedable fraction in each category is

given by 100 minus these values and is provided in brown for all WRF data and blue for WRF data during precipitation events.
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up to 300 hPa. Early research suggested that seedable

cloud-top temperatures ranged from 2108 to 2258C
(Grant and Elliott 1974). Approximately half of the

seedable clouds determined through this analysis fell

within the category from 2108 to 2258C. This distribu-
tion of cloud-top temperatures suggests that approxi-

mately half of the seedable cloudsmight have had plenty

of natural ice or might have been influenced by clouds

above because the top-down approach will always assign

cloud-top temperatures from the first or highest cloud

encountered, although neither of these possibilities can

be confirmed.

Another question not yet addressed in this analysis,

but required by streamflow modelers, is the overall ef-

fect of glaciogenic seeding over thewhole barrier. Figure 8

partially addresses this issue by providing the spatial

distribution of the frequency of SLW from model grid

points over and upwind of the WWMPP RSE target

areas for seedable conditions with and without pre-

cipitation. For example, the farthest southwest grid

point upwind of the MB had simulated SLW over that

particular grid point 90% (78%) of the time when pre-

cipitation fell (did not fall) over the RSE target area

under seedable conditions. During seedable atmospheric

FIG. 6. The percent of time between 15 Nov and 15 Apr (a) when simulated conditions met all three requirements for seeding, SLW,

700-hPa temperature, and wind direction, in the SM andMB and (b) when the requirement for SLWwas removed. Each year and the 8-yr

average for theMB and SMare shown. The first (second) column for each season is for the SM (MB). The brown shaded areas and value at

the top are for all data under seedable conditions, while blue is restricted to seedable conditions when precipitation was also being

simulated over theWWMPPRSE target areas. The yellow percentages located at the bottom of the blue bars represent the percent of the

simulated snowpack that accumulated under seedable conditions.
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conditions when precipitation fell over the WWMPP

RSE target areas, the highest (lowest) percentage of time

when SLW was present occurred along the western

(eastern) flank of the MB. Over the SM the distribution

is slightly more uniform. The rain-shadow effect is very

apparent, with the percentages dropping off rapidly im-

mediately downwind of the MB crest. During non-

precipitation seedable atmospheric conditions, the

western flanks maintain the largest areal coverage of

the SLW.

With approximately 27%–30%of the snowpack being

impacted by glaciogenic cloud seeding, statistical results

of snowpack augmentation potential from RSEs cannot

be applied to an entire snowpack. Applying the result

arrived at here to the 10% increase in precipitation often

stated in previous weather modification studies reduces

these estimates to an increase of;2.7%–3% of the total

precipitation. The results here, along with results from

the WWMPP RSE (Breed et al. 2014), will be used to

arrive at an overall effect of weather modification on the

wintertime snowpack through streamflow modeling in-

corporating seedable dates and times from this analysis.

The number of cases for which seedable conditions did

not persist for more than 1 total hour was very minimal

and did not have a large impact on overall results.

The percent of seedable precipitation determined

through the work presented here is close to the amount

stated by Hill (1974) and Elliott et al. (1978); however,

the results are less than Medina (2000). This is expected

as Medina (2000) only used the LW criterion, which is

the least limiting factor, for seven storms during 1998/99.

However, the seasons with the highest amount of

seedable precipitation in the MB and SM approach the

seedable amount of precipitation presented in Medina

(2000).

Not only do these results show that the amount of

seedable precipitation can vary by more than a factor of

2 fromwinter to winter, but they also indicate that not all

seedable atmospheric conditions are coupled with pre-

cipitation. Approximately half of the time atmospheric

conditions were seedable according to WWMPP RSE

seeding criteria; however, no precipitation occurred

over the target areas. These atmospheric conditions add

to the seeding potential over the SM and MB. It is im-

portant that operational glaciogenic seeding projects do

not wait for snowfall to occur over target areas prior to

seeding as this may limit the potential to affect clouds

that are not producing natural precipitation.

6. Summary and conclusions

The percentage of precipitation that may result from

conditions appropriate for seedingwintertime orographic

FIG. 7. Histograms, in 58C increments, of cloud-top temperature

during all cloud events in brown and seedable cloud events in blue

over the (a) SM and (b)MB. Cumulative distributions of the cloud-

top temperature for these cases are shown in brown solid lines for

all clouds and in blue solid lines for seedable cloud events, with

scale on the right.

FIG. 8. The frequency of SLW for each grid point over the SM

and MB is shown during seedable atmospheric conditions when

precipitation (a) occurred or (b) did not occur over the RSE target

areas. The seedable conditions were determined based on the

seeding criteria—700-hPa temperatures, 700-hPa wind directions,

and SLW—from grid points shown in Fig. 1; however, more grid

points are shown here to show the larger spatial variability.
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clouds was assessed over the Sierra Madre and the

Medicine Bow mountain range in southeastern

Wyoming. This was done as part the Wyoming

Weather Modification Pilot Project randomized seed-

ing experiment. The definition of a seedable cloud

was based on the seeding criteria for the experiment:

700-hPa temperatures #288C, 700-hPa winds between

2108 and 3158, and the persistent presence of SLW. No

reanalysis data were available that contain all of these

variables at the necessary temporal and spatial reso-

lution to carry out the sufficient investigations. Thus

the analysis depended on an 8-yr dynamical down-

scaling simulation, forced by reanalysis data, over the

Colorado Headwaters using theWeather Research and

Forecasting Model at a 4-km spatial resolution from

2000 to 2008 (Ikeda et al. 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2014).

As a first step to this study, the simulated data

were compared with available measurements from

precipitation gauges, atmospheric soundings, and a

radiometer.

In comparison with SNOTEL data, WRF-simulated

precipitation data reproduced the wintertime snowpack

and its temporal trends quite well over the target areas.

The WRF 700-hPa temperatures and winds were com-

pared with 75 atmospheric soundings from Saratoga,

Wyoming, over the 2007/08 winter season. The com-

parisons revealed that WRF had a slight cold bias

of,18C and thatWRF winds had a slight northerly bias.

Both of these model biases were taken into account

before applying the seeding criteria to the model data.

The modeled supercooled liquid water was found to

capture the temporal evolution and rough magnitude of

liquid water observed by a radiometer looking over the

Medicine Bow.

Analyzing the 8 years of simulated data over both

barriers in southeasternWyoming from 15 November to

15 April, utilizing the randomized experiment’s seeding

criteria, led to estimates of the 1) percent of time when

seedable clouds were present, 2) percent of time when

seedable clouds were present and precipitation occurred

over target areas, and 3) percent of seedable pre-

cipitation over target areas. From 2000 to 2008 the av-

erage percent of the wintertime snowpack that would

have been seedable was ;27%–30%, while for any one

winter the seedable percent ranged from;12% to 42%.

The average amount of time when seedable atmospheric

conditions were present over the barriers was ;26%.

About half of the time when atmospheric conditions

were considered seedable no precipitation fell over the

WWMPP RSE target areas. Since there have been

questions about the accuracy of the model estimates of

SLW, and SLW was determined to be the least re-

strictive criteria, the analysis was also performed using

only the 700-hPa temperature and wind direction crite-

ria. This additional analysis increased the amount of

seedable precipitation to;31%–35%and the amount of

time when seedable atmospheric conditions were pres-

ent over the barriers to;38%–40%. On the basis of the

seedable percentages of precipitation over both target

areas, it is clear that applying a percent change in pre-

cipitation due to seeding to an entire winter snowpack

would significantly overestimate the benefit that could

accrue as a result of seeding, because not all wintertime

precipitation is seedable.

Dates and times of seedable precipitation events

have been provided to streamflow modelers to assist in

bridging the gap between the statistical results of the

Wyoming Weather Modification Pilot Project and the

targeted streamflow augmentation that may accrue.

This allows for a more accurate evaluation of the

benefits and costs of operational glaciogenic seeding

utilizing the seeding criteria applied for this

experiment.
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